
 

 

 
YEAR FIVE 

Autumn Spring  Summer 

UNIT TITLE Pharoahs  Revolution Allotment  

 

READING TEXT Secrets of a Sun King by Emma Carroll Street Child by Berlie Doherty 

 

The Secret Garden  Frances Hodgson Burnett 

ENGLISH The Write Stuff: Jane Considine 

Sentence Ladder – Focus on basic skills 

Character description 

Instructions 

Narrative – adventure  

Poetry – learn by heart a significant poem 

 

Non-chronological report 

Persuasive writing  
News report 

Poetry – Haiku & Cinquains 

Arguments  

Narrative – mythical 

Setting description 

Biography 

Explanation  

Poetry – word play 

Letters  

Play scripts  

Recounts 

 

Handwriting: Kinetic Letters 

Spelling: No Nonsense Spellings 

MATHS Number and place value (count, read, write, order 

and compare up to 1,000,000, positive and negative 

numbers, Roman numerals to 1000 including years), 

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, 

fractions (compare and order, convert proper and 

improper, add and subtract) 

Fractions, decimals and percentages 

(add/subtract/multiply fractions, percentages of 

amounts), measure (area, perimeter, volume, 

converting units of metric measure), 2D and 3D 

shapes 

Measure (time), Timetables,  angles (draw given 

angles, calculate missing angles in shapes/at points), 

reflection, translation, coordinates, present and 

interpret information from line graphs and tables. 

SCIENCE Properties and Changes of materials (Chemistry)  Life cycles (Biology) 

Earth and Space (Physics) Forces in action (Physics) Changes and reproduction (Biology) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

WIDER CURRICULUM 

HISTORY The Ancient Egyptian Civilisation Queen Victoria and Victorian Britain Significant people – Captain James Cook, Grace Darling. 

Black History Month Significant Individuals: Lewis Latimer (US inventor), Jesse Owens 

(US sprinter), Katherine Johnson (NASA scientist), Lilian Bader (RAF) 

Theme: Success and achievement: 

To learn about the discrimination that significant black figures experienced and how they overcame this adversity. 

 

GEOGRAPHY The world’s natural resources, the importance of the 

river Nile, economic trade 

Migration The Earth’s biomes, topography and agriculture 

ART AND 

DESIGN 

Sculpture: The human form Painting / Printing: The arts and craft movement Drawing: Botanical art and still life 

 

DESIGN AND 

TECHNOLOGY 

Textiles: Design and make a mobile phone holder Computer aided design: Victorian toy and gear 

mechanisms 

 

Electrical systems, designing and making a propagator: 

Seasonality, fair trade and cooking and nutrition: 

savoury blended soup. 

P.E Fitness and Dance 

Swimming 

Gymnastics and Netball Athletics and Tennis 

Keeping Fit and Healthy 

COMPUTING 3D modelling Databases and digital presentation skills Coding 

MUSIC Notation; note values and Composition; rhythmic 

patterns, writing lyrics 

Romantic era, Staff notation and composition, singing 

with a sense of ensemble and performance 

Composition using chords to create  mood and 

atmsophere, creating a ternary piece of music 

R.E 

 

 

Christianity: What does it mean if Christians believe 

God is holy and loving  

Enquiry – Visiting places of worship 

Hindu Jewish and Islamic prayer  

Christianity: What do Christians believe Jesus did to 

save human beings? 

What can we learn from religion about temptation 

(Christianity / Islam)  

Christianity|: What kind of king was Jesus? 

RHE  

Main Scheme - 

Jigsaw 

Being me in My World – Know what I value most about 

school, understand rights and responsibilities as a 

citizen of my country and school, understand 

democracy. 

Celebrating Differences – Understand what racism is, 

explain difference between direct and indirect bullying, 

understand different cultures.  

Dreams and Goals – Understand impotence of money, 

identify a job for the future and what motivates me to 

do this, understand we can learn from people in 

different cultures.  

Healthy Me – Know the health risks of smoking, know 

risks of misusing drugs and alcohol, put into practice 

basic first aid procedures including recovery position  

Relationships – recognise personal qualities I possess, 

understand rights and responsibilities when online, 

recognise when I am having too much screen time 

Changing Me – Know how to develop self esteem, 

describe how bodies change during puberty, identify 

how becoming a teenager brings growing responsibilities 

 


